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Abstract—ZigBee is defined to support low-ratewireless per-
sonal area networks (WPANs). It supports tree and mesh routing.
Observing that both routing mechanisms have their pros and
cons, this paper proposes aSelf-Learning Routing (SLR) protocol,
which inherits the low overhead of tree routing and the path
efficiency of mesh routing. SLR contains an overhearing and
a caching mechanism. It does not rely on sending any route
discovery packets. Simulation results show that SLR outperforms
ZigBee tree routing in path length. Our implementation results
demonstrate that SLR can also decrease the end-to-end delay.

Index Terms—caching, mesh network, routing, WPAN, ZigBee.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The rapid progress of wireless communication and embed-
ded micro-sensing MEMS technologies have madewireless
sensor networks (WSNs) possible. A WSN consists of many
inexpensive wireless sensors deployed in a field. Each sensor
node can collect and store the environmental information, and
communicate with neighboring nodes to support multi-hop ad
hoc routing. A lot of research activities have been dedicated to
WSNs, including physical and medium access layers [1][2][3],
routing and transport layers [4][5][6][7], topology control [8],
time synchronization [9], and localization [10][11].

For interoperability purpose, most wireless personal area
network (WPAN) platforms have adopted ZigBee [12] as
their communication protocols. ZigBee adpots IEEE 802.15.4
standard [13] as itsphysical (PHY) and medium access control
(MAC) layers and solves the interoperability issues from
physical layer to network, application, and security services.
Some researches have dedicated to ZigBee such as data
collection strategy [14] and network formation issue [15].
ZigBee supports both mesh and tree routing. The former has
an AODV-like procedure to discover the shortest routing path
to each destination at the cost of higher routing overheads.
The latter supports memoryless routing; routing paths can
be directly inferred from network addresses and no rout-
ing tables are needed. Nevertheless, routing paths could be
longer. In [16], anEnhanced Hierarchical Routing Protocol
(EHRP) is proposed to improve ZigBee tree routing. Also
utilizing network addresses and neighbor information, EHRP
take shortcuts without incurring extra overheads.
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Fig. 1. A ZigBee address assignment example.

In this paper, we propose a newSelf-Learning Routing (SLR)
mechanism that is more efficient than EHRP. By overhearing
neighbors’ packets, nodes running SLR can gradually learn
better routing paths to destinations. SLR works more like
ZigBee tree routing but can take advantage of mesh routes
without sending any route discovery packet. We also study
the corresponding caching mechanisms to store overhearing
information. Simulation and implementation results show that
SLR with a proper caching mechanism can significantly out-
perform ZigBee and EHRP.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces tree-based routing defined in ZigBee. Our rout-
ing and caching strategies are presented in Section III and
Section IV, respectively. Performance studies are given in
Section V. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF ZIGBEE TREE ROUTING

A ZigBee network consists of a coordinator and multiple
routers and end devices. The network backbone is formed by
the coordinator and routers, which must be IEEE 802.15.4



full function devices (FFDs). End devices can only associate
with the coordinator or routers and must bereduced function
devices (RFDs). ZigBee tree routing can operate relying on de-
vices’ network addresses, which are assigned by a distributed
scheme. When assigning addresses, a coordinator/router can
have at mostCm children, among which at mostRm children
can be routers. The depth of the network is at mostLm. To
assign network addresses, a coordinator/router will be given
an address block, which can be partitioned intoRm + 1 sub-
blocks. The last block is reserved for its child end devices.
The first Rm sub-blocks are to be assigned to itsRm child
routers, each of sizeCskip(d), whered is the depth of the
node and

Cskip(d)=

{

1 + Cm × (Lm − d − 1) if Rm = 1,
1+Cm−Rm−CmRmLm−d−1

1 − Rm
otherwise.

(1)
Address assignment begins from the coordinator by as-

signing address0 to itself and depthd = 0. For a node
at depth d with addressAparent, it will assign address
Aparent + Cskip(d) × (i − 1) + 1 to its i-th child router and
addressAparent + Cskip(d) × Rm + i to its i-th child end
device.

An example of the ZigBee address assignment is shown in
Fig. 1. The nodec is the ZigBee coordinator and the nodes
which have lighter color and darker colors are represented as
router nodes and end devices respectively. TheCskip of the
ZigBee coordinator can be determined as31 from Eq. (1) by
settingd = 0, Cm = 6, Rm = 4, andLm = 3. Then the 1st,
2nd, and 3rd child routers of the coordinator will be assigned
to addresses0+(1−1)×31+1 = 1, 0+(2−1)×31+1 = 32,
and0+(3−1)×31+1 = 63, respectively and they are denoted
asu, v, andw in Fig. 1. There are two end devices associated
with the coordinator and their address are0+4×31+1 = 125
and0 + 4 × 31 + 2 = 126, respectively.

Based on the ZigBee address assignment scheme, the Zig-
Bee network can easily form a tree topology. In tree routing,
packets can be easily sent along the tree backbone without
using any route discovery. When a nodeA at depthd receives
a packet to nodeAdst, if Adst is A or one ofA’s child end
devices, the packet can be processed directly. Otherwise, if
A < Adst < A + Cskip(d − 1), this packet will be relayed

to the child routerAr = A + 1 +
⌊

Adst−(A+1)
Cskip(d)

⌋

× Cskip(d).
Else, the packet will be forwarded toA’s parent. Furthermore,
given a sourceAsrc and a destinationAdst, the distance
P (Asrc, Adst) between them can be computed as follows:

P (Asrc, Adst) = D(Asrc)+D(Adst)−2×D(LCA(Asrc, Adst)),
(2)

whereD(A) is the depth of nodeA, andLCA(Asrc, Adst) is
the least common ancestor ofAsrc andAdst.

III. SELF-LEARNING ROUTING (SLR)

SLR does not send route discovery packets. It routes packets
solely based on network addresses and overhearing. Each node
v maintains two tables. Theneighbor table contains those
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Fig. 2. An example of SLR.

nodes that have bidirectional links withv. The relay table
has entries of the format (via, dest, hc), where via is a
neighboring node ofv, dest is a node that can be reached
via via, andhc is the hop count betweenvia anddest. How
to maintain the relay table will be addressed in Section IV.

When a nodev wants to send a packet to a destinationd,
v will compute the relay nodeRnext. If d is in v’s neighbor
table, it setsRnext = d. Otherwise, it computesRnext as
follows:

1) It first examines its neighbor table. For each nodex

in v’s neighbor table, it computes the distanceP (x, d)
betweenx andd by Eq. (2). Then we letRnext be the
x such thatP (x, d) is minimum.

2) Next, v checks its relay table and tries to find an entry
(via, to, hc) such thathc + P (to, d) < P (Rnext, d).
If so, it updatesRnext to via. If there are multiple
candidates, the one with the smallesthc + P (to, d) is
selected.

Note that Step 2 implies a pathv → via → · · · → to →
· · · → d. Our experience shows that SLR can find a lot of
shortcuts to desired destinations.

Fig. 2 shows an example. To send a packet fromC to
D, C computes the distance from each of its two neighbors
to D. The result will beRnext = P . This gives two hops
of improvement from tree routing. Now suppose thatC has
learned an entry of(R, D, 2) in its relay table by overhearing.
Then, by applying the Step 2,Rnext will be set toR to further
reduce the hop count to 3.

IV. CACHING STRATEGY

In SLR, relay tables act an important role. Assuming that
the relay table is a small cache, we address the corresponding
caching strategy. We start with the packet format. To facilitate
overhearing, each data packet should carry the following
format: Data(src, dest, hc, relay, payload), wheresrc is the
sender,dest is the destination,hc is the hop count todest, and
relay is the receiver of the packet. One important property of



our scheme is that it is always possible to know the distance to
the destination. This is the key to make overhearing feasible.

When a nodev receives a data packet Data(src, dest, hc,
relay, payload), v can learn two things:

1) It is aware of the path length todest is hc+1 by going
through nodesrc.

2) It is aware of the path length torelay is 2 by going
through nodesrc.

From this,v will learn two potential entries (src, dest, hc)
and (src, relay, 2) to be added to its relay table.

Below, we propose a greedy caching strategy to address how
to updatev’s relay table.

Let (via, to, hc) be an entry learned by nodev. The greedy
strategy works as follows.

1) If there exists any entry (via′, to, hc′) in its relay table
with the sameto and hc′ > hc, this entry will be
replaced by the new one (via, to, hc).

2) Otherwise, if the relay table is not full, we directly add
(via, to, hc) into the relay table. If the relay table is full,
we will replace the least recently used one. If there are
multiple candidates, the one with the least benefit will
be replaced, where the benefit of an entry (v′, t, h) is
defined asP (v′, t) − hc.

For example, in Fig. 2, each neighbor ofR can overhear
Data(R, D, 2, E, payload) whenR sends out its packet. For
nodeC, it will learn two entries: (R, D, 2) and (R, E, 1).
SinceP (C, D) = 4 andP (C, E) = 6, these two entries will
be inserted intoC ’s relay table.

There are two cases that may cause SLR to fail: 1) The
unstability of wireless links, which may cause the nodevia in
some cache entry temporally unreachable. We call this a stale
cache. 2) Due to cache replacement, some routing paths may
be lost in the middle. To overcome these problems, we need
to add one more field,mode, in each DATA packet. There are
two possible values for mode: “mesh” and “ehrp”. The default
value is “mesh”. When nodevia receives a packet with mode
= “mesh”, it computes the next forwarder with hop count, says
hc′. If hc′ ≥ hc, wherehc is the original value carried by the
packet,via will assume that there exists a stale cache and
switch to the “ehrp” mode. When entering the “ehrp” mode,
the selection ofRnext will only be determined by the first rule
of SLR. The mode field will be changed to “ehrp”. Then, all
the rest of the forwarders will apply the same “ehrp” mode.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATIONS

A. Simulation Results

In order to justify our results, we compare SLR against
the ZigBee tree routing and EHRP [16]. The ZigBee tree
routing is used as a basis. Also, the optimal case will be
represented by AODV protocol. The simulated network field
is a 400 × 400 m2 square region and nodes are randomly
deployed on this area. The tree is always rooted at the center.
We setCm = Rm = 3 and Lm = 10. The transmission
range of each node is35 m. We randomly generate source-
destination pairs with network size setting from 500 nodes to
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2100 nodes and inject a packet from each source. Each node’s
relay table is limited to 100 entries (which require 500 bytes
of memory). Fig. 3 compares the ratio of the average path
length of each protocol as opposed to that of the ZigBee tree
routing. It shows that SLR with greedy caching can achieve
over 40% of improvements over ZigBee tree routing and
perform close to AODV (while incur no routing discovery
overhand and incur low memory burdens). Besides, SLR with
greedy caching outperforms EHRP over 20%. In addition, SLR
with greedy caching can benefit more as the network becomes
denser because overhearing can learn richer information.

In the next simulation, we take the influence of stale cache
into consideration by including link failure rate. We fix the
node number to be 1000 and randomly generate source-
destination pairs. The modification in Section IV is applied.
Fig. 4 shows that a higher link failure rate indeed reduces of
the benefit of SLR. However, SLR with greedy routing still
outperforms ZigBee tree routing over 30% even with a 50%
link failure rate. Fig. 4 also shows an interesting result that the
relay table size should be kept smaller when the link fail rate



Fig. 5. Network monitoring user interface.

is high, and larger when the rate is low (because a larger cache
could contain more stale information when links are unstable).

B. Real Implementation Results

We have also implemented ZigBee tree routing and SLR
with greedy caching on the Jennic JN-5121 platform [17].
JN-5121 has an IEEE 802.15.4 protocol stack. Our prototype
allows us to randomly deploy 20 nodes in a20 × 20 m2

indoor environment. We setCm = Rm = Lm = 5. In
our experiment, we randomly choose 10 source-destination
pairs and generate 100 packets from each source at a rate
of 1 packet/sec. The experiment results show that when using
ZigBee tree routing, the average end-to-end delay is about
8.4 ms with an average path length of 6 hops. When using
the SLR, the average end-to-end delay is about4.1 ms with
an average path length of 2 hops. Therefore, compared to tree
routing, SLR can have almost 50% improvements on end-to-
end delay.

Fig. 5 is our network monitoring tool which also can verify
our implementation results. Through this tool, we can obtain
the network tree topology, neighboring tables, relay tables, and
routing paths. In Fig. 5, we can see that nodes really adopts
the SLR to take shorter routes (dark links are the tree links
and purple links are the SLR routing links).

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have proposed a novel self-learning routing protocol
which is backward compatible with ZigBee routing. It does
not rely on routing discovery and only utilizes overhearing
to update nodes’ neighbor tables and relay tables to find
shorter routing paths. SLR is more suitable for wireless sensor
networks, which have resources stringent. By simulation and
implementation results, SLR can have better performance in
path length and delivery time. In the future, we can further
investigate more efficient cache strategies to reduce the relay
table size.
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